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How does religion shape the modern battlefield? Ron E. Hassner proposes that religion acts as a force multiplier, both enabling
and constraining military operations. This is true not only for religiously radicalized fighters but also for professional soldiers. In the
last century, religion has influenced modern militaries in the timing of attacks, the selection of targets for assault, the zeal with
which units execute their mission, and the ability of individual soldiers to face the challenge of war. Religious ideas have not
provided the reasons why conventional militaries fight, but religious practices have influenced their ability to do so effectively. In
Religion on the Battlefield, Hassner focuses on the everyday practice of religion in a military context: the prayers, rituals, fasts, and
feasts of the religious practitioners who make up the bulk of the adversaries, bystanders, and observers during armed conflicts. To
show that religious practices have influenced battlefield decision making, Hassner draws most of his examples from major wars
involving Western militaries. They include British soldiers in the trenches of World War I, U.S. pilots in World War II, and U.S.
Marines in Iraq and Afghanistan. Hassner shows that even modern, rational, and bureaucratized military organizations have
taken—and must take—religious practice into account in the conduct of war.
Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city, exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and giving readers a ringside seat
on the issues shaping the region.
This book is proof of what is possible when higher degree candidates and their supervisors collaborate to ensure publication of
higher degree research; one of the responsibilities that comes with higher degree candidature and supervision. It transcends the
limitations inherent in traditional ‘isolationist’, ‘master and apprentice’ relationships to reveal the transformative value of building
productive networks among academics and students. Written for higher degree research policy makers, administrators,
supervisors and candidates in the field of education, this book aims to provoke departmental mindfulness of the higher degree
research journey and, in light of this, reconsideration of the nature of supervisory roles and practices. It explores key research on
higher degree research candidature and supervisory practices; reveals the reflections of 14 higher degree candidates’
experiences in terms of the impact and transformations that occur as a result of undertaking research, not least of which is writing
for publication; showcases aspects of their research in their published chapters; and accords them first author status. Its five
sections are: Publishing Higher Degree Research: key research on higher degree research candidature and supervisory practices,
and the process of transforming students from candidates into published researchers. Learning with Technology: in Aboriginal
education and in primary and early childhood education. Professional Learning and Practice: in the development of teacher
research and inquiry, enhancing and assuring learning quality in Indonesia and Lesotho, and higher order thinking in teaching
trade skills. Student Learning: in teaching English language in Indonesia, and the place of intimation in creativity and innovation in
mathematics teaching. Curriculum Change: in teaching University mathematics in English in Indonesia, integrating graduate
attributes in an Islamic University in Aceh, enabling innovation in Acehnese schools and reforming assessment in Rwanda.
In recent years, the agenda to support trade growth has moved beyond trade policy to embrace a wider set of 'behind the border'
issues, focused on establishing an environment conducive to the emergence of firms that are competitive in both export and
domestic markets. At the operational level, policymakers are increasingly requesting analytical support to understand the factors
impacting competitiveness in current traded sectors, along with the prospects for diversification. In this context, the International
Trade Department (PRMTR) has developed a Trade Competitiveness Diagnostic Toolkit (TCD). The TCD is a simple guide that
facilitates a systematic assessment of a country's position, performance, and capabilities in export markets. The TCD combines
quantitative analysis - including comparison of the country against global averages, regional and income-level peers - with an
emphasis on in-depth, qualitative analysis, focusing on in-country interviews with key stakeholders across trade value chains. The
TCD includes two components: 1.Trade Outcomes Analysis: a quantitative and qualitative analysis of historical trade organised
around four components: 1.) the intensive margin, with a focus on the level and growth of exports as well as market share
performance; 2.) the extensive margin, including diversification of both products and markets; 3.) the quality margin, focusing on
the quality or sophistication of exports; and 4.) the sustainability margin, including the participation and survival of firms in export
markets. 2. Competitiveness Diagnostics: cover a broad set of factors that impact trade performance, organized around three
themes: 1.) The incentive framework for trade, including an analysis of trade and investment policy, and the business regulatory
environment; 2.) Factor inputs, productivity, and trade costs, including issues of labor, technical efficiency, access to inputs and
backbone services, and trade and logistics; and 3.) Proactive policies to support trade, including standards, export promotion, and
spatial industrial policies like clusters and economic zones. The toolkit will be of particular interest to economists at development
banks and donor agencies, government practitioners involved in analyzing trade performance, and academics and researchers in
the area of trade and development economics
This book critically examines the current status of Mexicano and Latino Politics in the United States and how both represent a
dysfunctional and failed mode of politics. Two change models are provided as alternatives: Aztlán’s Politics of a Nation-Within-aNation (APNWN) and Aztlán’s Politics of Separatism (APS).
A weekly review of politics, literature, theology, and art.
Social inclusion is on the agenda of governments, policymakers, and nonstate actors around the world. Underpinning this concern is the
realization that despite progress on poverty reduction, some people continue to feel left out. This report aims to unpack the concept of social
inclusion and understand better how policies can be designed to further inclusion. First, the report offers a definition of social inclusion as the
"process of improving the terms for individuals and groups to take part in society." It unpacks different domains of society that excluded
groups and individuals are at particular risk of being left out of -- markets, services, and spaces. Second, the report discusses the most
important global mega-trends such as migration, climate chnage, and aging of societies, which will impact challenges and opportunities for
inclusion. Finally, it argues that despite these challenges, change towards inclusion is possible and offers examples of inclusionary policies.
"This book presents a comprehensive, integrative, and global view of what has been called the digital divide"--Provided by publisher.
In this pathbreaking study, Fiona I. B. Ngô examines how geographies of U.S. empire were perceived and enacted during the 1920s and
1930s. Focusing on New York during the height of the Harlem Renaissance, Ngô traces the city's multiple circuits of jazz music and culture.
In considering this cosmopolitan milieu, where immigrants from the Philippines, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Japan, and China crossed paths
with blacks and white "slummers" in dancehalls and speakeasies, she investigates imperialism's profound impact on racial, gendered, and
sexual formations. As nightclubs overflowed with the sights and sounds of distant continents, tropical islands, and exotic bodies, tropes of
empire provided both artistic possibilities and policing rationales. These renderings naturalized empire and justified expansion, while
establishing transnational modes of social control within and outside the imperial city. Ultimately, Ngô argues that domestic structures of race
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and sex during the 1920s and 1930s cannot be understood apart from the imperial ambitions of the United States.
The book advances the current state of film audience research and of our knowledge of sexuality in transnational contexts by analysing how
French LGBTQ films are seen in Spain and Spanish ones in France. It studies films (in various media and platforms) and their reception
across four languages (Spanish, French, Catalan, English) and considers and engages with participants from across a range of digital and
physical audience locations, with a particular focus on festivals. It examines films that chronicle the local (in portraying national and subnational identities) and draws on the regional-global (translating and transferring foreign models of non-heterosexual experience). No
comparative and crosscutting study with audience research at its heart has yet been undertaken.

For almost three decades the big Hollywood studios have operated classics divisions or specialty labels, subsidiaries that originally
focused on the foreign art house film market, while more recently (and controversially) moving on to the American 'indie' film
market. This is the first book to offer an in depth examination of the phenomenon of the classics divisions by tracing its history
since the establishment the first specialty label in 1980, United Artists Classics, to more contemporary outfits like Focus Features,
Warner Independent and Picturehouse.This detailed account of all classics divisions examines their business practices, their
position within the often labyrinthine structure of contemporary entertainment conglomerates and their relationship to their parent
companies. Yannis Tzioumakis examines the impact of those companies on American 'indie' cinema and argues that it was
companies such as Fox Searchlight and Paramount Classics (now Paramount Vantage) that turned independent filmmaking to an
industrial category endorsed by the Hollywood majors as opposed to a mode of filmmaking practised outside the conglomerated
major players and posed as a sustained alternative to mainstream Hollywood cinema. A number of case studies are provided,
including such celebrated films as Mystery Train, The Brothers McMullen, Broken Flowers, Before Sunset and many others.
This book takes a fresh look at the history of war reporting to understand how new technology, new ways of waging war and new
media conditions are changing the role and work of today’s war correspondent. Focussing on the mechanics of war reporting and
the logistical and institutional pressures on correspondents, the book further examines the role of war propaganda, accreditation
and news management in shaping the evolution of the specialism. Previously neglected conflicts and correspondents are
reclaimed and wars considered as key moments in the history of war reporting such as the Crimean War (1854-56) and the Great
War (1914-18) are re-evaluated. The use of objectivity as the yardstick by which to assess the performance of war correspondents
is questioned. The emphasis is instead placed on war as a messy business which confronts reporters and photographers with
conditions that challenge the norms of professional practice. References to the ‘demise of the war correspondent’ have
accompanied the growth of the specialism since the days of William Howard Russell, the so-called father of war reporting. This
highlights the fragile nature of this sub-genre of journalism and emphasises that continuity as much as change characterises the
work of the war correspondent. A thematically organised, historically rich introduction, this book is ideal for students of journalism,
media and communication.
Christianity has changed. Formerly known as the religion of Europe and North America, it is now a religion of the Global South:
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. However, Christianity has never been merely a Western phenomenon - it has always been a
borderless religion. Indeed, in six of the world's eight cultural blocks, Christianity is the largest faith. With convenient maps, helpful
statistics, and concise histories of each of the world's major cultural blocks, The Changing World of Christianity is a dynamic guide
for understanding Christianity's new ethos. From Ireland to Papua New Guinea, Argentina to China, South Africa to Russia, this
book provides a clear and encyclopedic look at Christianity, the world's largest and most global religion.
Understanding and Evaluating Research: A Critical Guide shows students how to be critical consumers of research and to
appreciate the power of methodology as it shapes the research question, the use of theory in the study, the methods used, and
how the outcomes are reported. The book starts with what it means to be a critical and uncritical reader of research, followed by a
detailed chapter on methodology, and then proceeds to a discussion of each component of a research article as it is informed by
the methodology. The book encourages readers to select an article from their discipline, learning along the way how to assess
each component of the article and come to a judgment of its rigor or quality as a scholarly report. View the brief Table of Contents
for this book.
This book provides an intimate picture of international communism in the Stalin era. Focusing on Americans and Spaniards who
worked or studied in Moscow and later participated in the Spanish civil war, it uncovers the personal and political ties that linked
communists to one another and the Soviet Union.
An ideal reference guide to introducing the IB Diploma in your school.
The first full length volume to approach the premodern Mediterranean from a fully interdisciplinary perspective, this collection defines the
Mediterranean as a coherent region with distinct patterns of social, political, and cultural exchange. The essays explore the production,
modification, and circulation of identities based on religion, ethnicity, profession, gender, and status as free or slave within three distinctive
Mediterranean geographies: islands, entrepôts and empires. Individual essays explore such topics as interreligious conflict and
accommodation; immigration and diaspora; polylingualism; classical imitation and canon formation; traffic in sacred objects; Mediterranean
slavery; and the dream of a reintegrated Roman empire. Integrating environmental, social, political, religious, literary, artistic, and linguistic
concerns, this collection offers a new model for approaching a distinct geographical region as a unique site of cultural and social exchange.
An exciting new series that covers the three prescribed subjects for Paper 1 of the IB 20th Century World History syllabus. This coursebook
covers Paper 1, Prescribed Subject 1, Peacemaking, Peacekeeping - International Relations 1918-36, in the 20th Century World History
syllabus for the IB History programme. The text is divided into clear sections following the IB syllabus structure and content specifications. It
offers in-depth coverage of the subject as well as detailed study of a wide range of primary and secondary sources to develop students'
analytical skills. It also provides plenty of exam practice including student answers with examiner's comments, simplified mark schemes and
practical advice on approaching the document-based Paper 1 examination.
Introducing the IB Diploma ProgrammeCambridge University Press
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th Conference of the Spanish Association for Artificial Intelligence, CAEPIA 2009,
held in Seville, Spain, in November 2009, in conjunction with the Workshop on Artificial Intelligence Technology Transfer, TTIA 2009. The 31
revised full papers presented were carefully selected from 125 submissions. The papers address the following topics: machine learning,
multiagents, natural language, planning, diagnosis, evolutive algorithms and neural networks, knowledge representation and engineering,
tutoring systems, uncertainty bayesian networks, vision, and applications.

"Examines how racial identity and race relations are expressed in the writings of Joaquim Maria Machado de Assis (1839-1908),
Brazil's foremost author of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries"--Provided by publisher.
Public policy analysts and political pundits alike tend to describe the policymaking process as a reactive sequence in which
government develops solutions for clearly evident and identifiable problems. While this depiction holds true in many cases, it fails
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to account for instances in which public policy is enacted in anticipation of a potential future problem. Whereas traditional policy
concerns manifest themselves through ongoing harms, "anticipatory problems" are projected to occur sometime in the future, and
it is the prospect of their potentially catastrophic impact that generates intense speculation and concern in the present. Anticipatory
Policymaking: When Government Acts to Prevent Problems and Why It Is So Difficult provides an in depth examination of the
complex process through which United States government institutions anticipate emerging threats. Using contemporary debates
over the risks associated with nanotechnology, pandemic influenza, and global warming as case study material, Rob A. DeLeo
highlights the distinctive features of proactive governance. By challenging the pervasive assumption of reactive policymaking,
DeLeo provides a dynamic approach for conceptualizing the political dimensions of anticipatory policy change.
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